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A new Bergman musical is on its way: A good forty years after Sondheim's A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC, the
successful Norwegian team Gisle Kverndokk (music) and Øystein Wiik (book and lyrics) present FANNY
AND ALEXANDER. Kverndokk's and Wiik's musical version of Bergman’s penultimate Xilm from 1982
was commissioned by Landestheater Linz, Austria, and will be premiered there on April 16, 2022.
The Laterna magica / all the world’s a play /
all the world seen by the light of one candle / this world was once mine The composer Gisle Kverndokk said in an interview with the online magazine „Broadway World“: "I
decided to watch the movie again, and I was struck by how well it would actually suit musical theatre.
(…) FANNY AND ALEXANDER is a tribute to the theatre, to life, to love and to art. The characters have
such richness, and there is music in the story everywhere.“ (The complete interview can be read here)1.
„The story has also lots of magic and mystery“, Kverndokk, who is highly accomplished in music theatre,
adds. The musical language of the show is supposed to recreate "time, atmosphere and drama" of the
story and to do justice to the range of characters and weave it all together with a broad variety of
musical themes.

In FANNY AND ALEXANDER, his most successful and unexpectedly poetic Xilm, Ingmar Bergman
processed numerous autobiographical motifs. At Xirst, the Xilm tells the story of the mostly light-hearted
everyday life of the wealthy Ekdahl theatre family, from which the two children Fanny and Alexander are
torn out after their suddenly widowed mother Emilie remarries. Thanks to courageous, but also
mysterious helpers, they are able to escape from the difXicult situation with their stepfather and return
with their mother to the house of their blithe childhood.
Protect our small world / be good and unconcerned like a child /
understand the incomprehensibly great / in our little life -

The Xilm, which won four Oscars and was announced by the then 64-year-old Bergman as his last
(however, SARABANDE followed in 2003), is characterized by the German Encyclopedia of International
Film as follows: "His memories of happy and fearful childhood moments are no less bitter and sharpsighted than in earlier works, but here they take the form of a magniXicent, sensual and detailed play,
which is not coincidentally located in the theatre milieu".
https://www.broadwayworld.com/norway/article/Norwegian-Musical-Adaptation-of-Bergmans-FANNY-AND-ALEXANDER-toOpen-in-Linz-Austria-in-2020-20180503
1
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FANNY AND ALEXANDER - Musical by Øystein Wiik and Gisle Kverndokk
World premiere April 16th, 2022, Landestheater Linz (Austria), Schauspielhaus
Cast
9 lead characters: 4 Women, 5 Men
3 children: 1 Boy (acting age 10 years), 2 Girls (acting age 8 years)
Ensemble (incl. supporting roles): 3 Women, 4 Men
Orchestra
Flute / Piccolo - Oboe / Cor anglais - Clarinet / Bass Clarinet - Bassoon / Contrabassoon - Trumpet /
Flugelhorn - Horn - Trombone - Harp - Piano - Percussion / Drums - String quartet - Double bass
Trailer on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnA_yrtS4-k
More information (in German):
Musik und Bühne Agency: https://www.musikundbuehne.de/nc/stuecksuche/detail/werk/zeigen/
fanny-und-alexander-kverndokkwiik.html
Landestheater Linz: https://www.landestheater-linz.at/DE/sitemap/lth/stuecke/detail?
EventSetID=3491&ref=3491135211161&spielzeit=2021/22
(Credit logo photo: Robert Josipovic, Photos: Landestheater Linz)
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Gisle Kverndokk & Øystein Wiik
Born in Trondheim
in 1967, GISLE
KVERNDOKK is one
of the most versatile
composers of his
generation. He studied composition,
orchestral conducting, piano and Xlute
at the Norwegian
Academy of Music in
Oslo and at the Juilliard School in New
York.
Gisle Kverndokk composes for almost all genres,
with a focus on musical and dance theater in addition to vocal, chamber, and orchestral works.
His Xirst full-length stage work, "The Falcon
Tower" (libr. Erik Fosnes Hansen), was staged in
1990; the children's opera "The Marvelous Medicine" after Roald Dahl was chosen as Work of
the Year by the Norwegian Composers' Association in 1995. His radio opera "Bokken Lasson stumbling success" won the Prix Italia 2000. In
2005, his opera "The Fourth Night Watch“, based on the novel by Johan Falkberget, premiered
at the Norwegian National Opera and was enthusiastically received.

Born in 1956, Norwegian ØYSTEIN
WIIK received his
training at the Oslo
National Academy
of the Arts as well as
in Vienna, Bologna
and London. As a
singer and actor, he
has appeared in
numerous musical
theater, Xilm and television productions
and has participated
in several CD recordings. In the musical genre, he
has played leading roles as Jean Valjean in "Les
Misérables" (in London's West End as well as in
Oslo and Vienna), "Jesus Christ Superstar",
"Sweeney Todd" and "Evita", among others.
Øystein Wiik began writing while still a student,
Xirst for revues, then children's plays and lyrics
for various performers.
Since 2010, Wiik has also been writing very successful crime novels, now amounting to ten, including "Deadly Applause" and "Corpse in
Acrylic".

GISLE KVERNDOKK AND ØYSTEIN WIIK are
currently the most productive and successful
Continental European author team in the Xield of
musicals. After the success of "Sophie's World"
in 1998, "Vincent van Gogh" followed in 2001. A
year later saw the world premiere of "Dangerous Liaisons", which was followed, again just
under a year later, by the musical "Homeless",
which became one of Northern Europe's biggest
musical successes after its world premiere in
Oslo in October 2003 (directed by Matthias Davids). Wiik and Kverndokk were commissioned
by the Norwegian National Opera to write the
opening opera for the new opera house in Oslo:
„Jorden Rundt", based on Jule Verne's novel
"Around the World in 80 Days" (world premiere
May 2010).

The authors wrote "Martin L. - The Luther Musical" for the „Cathedral Steps“ in Erfurt, which
premiered there in the summer of 2008, directed
by Matthias Davids. In 2016, "Around the World
in 80 Days - Or How Many Operas Fit in a Musical?" premiered at the Landestheater Linz. In
2019, the musical adaptation of "The Name of
the Rose" celebrated its world premiere on the
„Erfurt Cathedral Steps“, before "Fanny and
Alexander" is released at the Schauspielhaus
Linz in April 2022.

(Credit photos: Svein Finneide)
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